
CRASH COURSE, SESSION 3 

How to Develop Writing and Marketing Habits 



What You’ll Learn: 
»  How to set up a writing routine that works 

»  Why marketing needs to be a part of your daily to-do list 

»  Bryan’s best tips for doing work you don’t enjoy 



A Little Bit Every Day 
»  Authors don’t write their first million words all at once 
»  An hour or two at a time can move mountains 
»  Even 825 words per day is over 300,000 words per year 



What’s Possible? 
»  Some authors routinely write 5,000 or more words per day and can put 

out 3k or more per hour 
»  There are authors who publish a full novel every month 
»  Authors past and present have written over 100 books in a lifetime  
»  Don’t be intimidated 
»  They built up their abilities over time (not in a day or a week) 



Finding What Works 
»  Schedule a time that’s just for writing 
»  Find a location that’s usually just for writing 
»  Set and track your daily word count 
»  Get your butt in the chair for every scheduled session  
»  Set deadlines to complete your projects  



The Rule on First Drafts  
»  Don’t edit as you go to give you optimal speed 
»  Write for the entire time even if you aren’t happy with the content  
»  Finishing a draft means so much more than keeping things perfect 

along the way 
»  The more often you finish, the better you’ll get 



Make It Routine  
»  Practice the same writing routine every day 
»  As you get more used to it, everything will get easier  
»  This can take up to 60 days to get into your system  



Remove All Distractions 
»  Have water and any supplies close at hand 
»  Use the bathroom first 
»  Do research beforehand so you can turn off all internet connections  
»  Close the door or make a deal 
»  Use movie soundtracks or instrumentals to keep your flow going  



Marketing Is a Habit Too 
»  Promotion isn’t evil, but it is necessary 
»  To get your entertainment or education into deserving hands, 

you need to work 
»  Much like writing, short daily marketing sessions work 

wonders  



Quadrant Two  
»  Stephen Covey’s quadrant system 
»  Marketing doesn’t feel urgent, but it’s the MOST important 
»  It’s the only way to approach your goal with leaps and bounds 
»  Don’t skip this OR your writing 



Tasks for Marketers  
»  Connecting with other authors  
»  Writing emails for your followers (includes automatic emails)  
»  Responding to your followers’ emails 
»  Creating and monitoring paid advertisements 
»  Ensuring your production calendar remains on schedule 

(covers, editing, etc.)  



But I Don’t Wanna 
»  I know, I don’t always either 
»  But I want you to reach your goals faster 
»  Marketing is the best way to take chance out of the equation  



Tips for Grueling Tasks  
»  Distract yourself with music, movies/TV, or podcasts 
»  Set a timer to work in short, quick bursts 
»  Change your location or atmosphere  
»  Stand up or use a treadmill or bike desk 
»  Connect with a writing/marketing accountability partner 

(remember the group!) 



Recap  
»  Writing and marketing both need to be a part of your routine 
»  Set up your schedule, location, and goal 
»  Be willing to market every single day  
»  Remove distractions for writing and do everything possible to 

keep your BIC for marketing  



Homework  
»  Present your writing and marketing schedule to the Facebook 

Group 
»  Encourage another author who previously posted his or her 

schedule  


